A wide range of graphs with regular structures are shown to be embeddable in an injured hypercube with faulty links. These include rings, linear paths, binomial trees, binary trees, meshes, tori, and many others. Unlike many existing algorithms which are capable of embedding only one type of graphs, our algorithm embeds the above graphs in a uni ed way, all centered around a notion called edge matrix. In many cases, the degree of fault tolerance o ered by the algorithm is optimal or near-optimal.
Introduction
Embedding a guest graph into a host graph, or the graph embedding problem, has long been recognized as being suitable for modeling the problem of processor allocation in a parallel or distributed system 1, 2]. Because of the importance and popularity of the hypercube as a network architecture for concurrent computers, the problem of embedding in a hypercube has received much attention from researchers and has been intensively studied for various guest graphs, such as rings 12], trees 20, 21] , pyramid 9], and shu e networks 16]. In general, this problem is computationally di cult. Determining whether an arbitrary graph is embeddable in a hypercube is NP-hard 5], and it remains so even if dilation is allowed 8] or if the guest graph is a tree 19] .
In a hypercube of high dimension, the probability of there existing a node/link fault may not be negligible. Should this happen, it is desirable that the faulty components be isolated from the rest of the hypercube so that guest graphs still can be embedded in the cube. This leads to the problem of embedding a graph is an injured hypercube.
Several results on this topic are available in the literature of parallel computing. Algorithms for constructing a ring as large as possible in an injured n-cube have been proposed in 3], 17], and 14]. These algorithms are able to tolerate up to n=2, 2n, and (2 n=2 ) faulty nodes, respectively. A level-(n ? 1) complete binary tree can be embedded in an n-cube with O(n) faulty nodes 4]; a better result is available that allows up to (n 2 ) faulty nodes 18]. Fault-tolerant embedding of meshes in injured hypercubes was studied in 22] . All these results are concerned with graph embedding in a hypercube with faulty nodes, where whenever a node is faulty, it is commonly assumed that not only the node itself but all the links incident upon it are not available.
In this paper, we consider the case where a hypercube has faulty links rather than faulty nodes. It has been suggested (e.g., in 4, 17, 18] ) that faulty links be treated as faulty nodes:
if link hu; vi is faulty then regard either node u or node v as faulty. With this treatment, faulty links are converted to faulty nodes and the above mentioned results are immediately applicable. While convenient, this approach may be ine cient in some cases. For instance, if in some application a user wishes to use as many processors as possible, it is certainly undesirable to give up a processor (node) just because a link connected to it is faulty.
Assuming faulty links do not jeopardize their end nodes, it is shown in 10, 13] that a ring of length 2 n can be embedded in an n-cube with up to n ? 2 faulty links. (Such an embedding would be impossible if faulty links are treated as faulty nodes.) In this paper, we considerably extend this result and show that a wide range of graphs can be embedded in an injured n-cube with faulty links: rings, linear paths, binary trees, binomial trees, meshes, tori, products of these graphs, and many others. In particular, we have the following results (among others): above mentioned graphs.
The purpose of this paper is twofold: 1) to report the above new results, and 2) to demonstrate the advantage of representing a subgraph of a hypercube as an edge matrix. In a previous work 15], we introduced the notion of edge matrix as a possible data structure for representing a subgraph of a hypercube (or the embedding of a guest graph in a hypercube). Any of the above mentioned graphs can be conveniently represented as an edge matrix, and so can the set of faulty links. As such, our embedding problem becomes one of transforming an edge matrix from one form to another such that the reformed matrix is disjoint (de ned in Section 2) from the one representing the faulty links and represents the same guest graph. All our results are obtained in this way. Thus, unlike many existing embedding algorithms that were designed for only one type of graphs, our algorithms are applicable to a broad range of graphs.
We will de ne edge matrices and binary-re ected trees in the next section; show how to embed rings, binary-re ected trees, and complete binary trees in Section 3; and extend these results to the embedding of a product graph in Section 4. edges between Q and Q 0 . We call these edges, as a whole, the edge set between Q and Q 0 and denote it by the string x 1 : : :x i?1 x i+1 : : :x n . The position of in the string indicates the dimension in the hypercube along which these edges are. For instance, the edge set between subcubes 1 0 and 1 1 , denoted by 1 , contains four (2 2 ) edges all along dimension 3. We do not distinguish between a string x 1 x 2 : : :x n and a vector (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n ), and will use the two terms alternatively. 
Edge Matrices
If each edge set is represented by a length-n vector, then a collection of m edge sets can be represented by an m n matrix, each row representing an edge set. Such a matrix is called an edge matrix. For instance, the matrix in Fig. 1(a) is an edge matrix. For any edge matrix X, let E(X) denote the set of edges that equals the union of the edge sets represented by the rows of X; and de ne G(X) = (V; E) to be the graph with vertex set V equaling the set of all nodes of the n-cube and with edge set E = E(X). G(X) is a subgraph of the n-cube or can be regarded as a guest graph after embedded into the cube. The subgraph de ned by the example edge matrix of Fig. 1(a) is depicted in Fig. 1 Given an edge set x = (x 1 ; : : :; x n ) and a binary vector C = (c 1 ; : : :; c n ), de ne x C = (x 1 c 1 ; : : :; x n c n ). If X is an m n edge matrix, de ne X C to be the m n edge matrix whose ith row is X i] ?] C.
De nition 3 Two edge matrices X and Y are said to be disjoint, denoted as X $ Y , if E(X) \ E(Y ) = ;. Two edge matrices X and Y are said to be isomorphic, denoted as X Y , if X = (Y ) C for some and C, where is any permutation on the columns of Y and C is any length-n binary vector.
The notion of isomorphism between edge matrices corresponds to the regular notion of isomorphism in graph theory. Indeed, we have the following lemma that directly follows from de nitions.
Lemma 1 If two edge matrices X and Y are isomorphic, then the graphs they de ne, G(X) and G(Y ), are isomorphic.
The following lemma is also straightforward and can be easily veri ed.
Lemma 2 For two edge matrices X and Y , if X $ Y , then (X) C $ (Y ) C, for any column-permutation and any binary vector C.
Binary-Re ected Trees
The next lemma, proved in 15], describes the edge matrices of a wide range of trees in the n-cube. De nition 4 A graph is said to be a level-n binary-re ected tree or BR-tree if it is isomorphic to G(X) for some X conforming to Eq. (1).
The term \binary-re ected" somehow re ects the structure of a BR-tree: a level-0 BRtree consists of a single node, while a level-n BR-tree can be constructed recursively by taking two identical (isomorphic) level-(n ? 1) BR-trees and joining them with a single edge at any two corresponding nodes (so that the endpoints of the new edge correspond to each other under the isomorphism between the two trees). (One may see such a recursive structure in the tree of Figure 1 (b).) We saw some similarity between the above construction and the binary-re ected Gray code and therefore borrowed the term binary-re ected.
There are a large number of BR-trees of di erent shapes, as joining the two level-(n ? 1) BR-trees at di erent places may yield di erent level-n BR-trees. Two of the most important level-n BR-trees are the length-2 n linear path and the level-n binomial trees y . Binomial trees are useful for implementing broadcasting 7] and parallel divide-and-conquer 11] in a hypercube.
Note that each level-n BR-tree is an abstract tree isomorphic to a spanning tree in the n-cube. Thus, a ring is not a BR-tree, and a Hamiltonian cycle of an n-cube cannot be described as an edge matrix conforming to Eq. (1). Nevertheless, there is a way to depict a Hamiltonian cycle with an edge matrix. 2 We conclude this section with a lemma that will be used frequently in the rest of the paper. Note that throughout this paper, the logarithmic base is 2. 
Embedding BR-trees, Complete Binary Trees, and Rings
In the previous section, we have shown how to use an edge matrix to represent a set of edges and, in particular, the embedding of a wide range of guest graphs. In this section, we show how such representations may facilitate fault-tolerant embedding of these graphs in an n-cube with faulty links.
Consider the problem of embedding a level-n BR-tree in an n-cube in which there are exactly f faulty links and no faulty nodes. Let the faulty links be represented as an f n edge matrix F, each fault corresponding to a row. Let X be an edge matrix (conforming to Eq. (1)) that represents the BR-tree in question. If we can nd an edge matrix X 0 such that X 0 X and X 0 $ F, then because G(X 0 ) is isomorphic to G(X) (by Lemma 1) and E(X 0 ) is disjoint from E(F) (by De nition 3), G(X 0 ) is a fault-free embedding of the BR-tree. Our embedding problem thereby reduces to one of nding such an X 0 , given X and F.
We rst establish a su cient condition for such an X 0 to exist. Proof. We construct a column permutation function and a binary vector C such that X 0 = ?1 (X C) has the desired properties. The overall construction and the relationship among F, X and the yet-to-be-constructed , C, and X 0 are depicted in Fig. 2 . Figure 2 : Constructing X 0 = ?1 (X C) such that X 0 X and X 0 $ F.
Step 1: Let be a column permutation of F (i.e., the columns of F are permuted according to the permutation function ) such that (F) is dimension-sorted (it is not hard to nd such a ):
. . . independent of how the other C j ; j 6 = i, and C are set. Thus, (F) $ X C.
Step 3: Let X 0 = ?1 (X C), where ?1 is the reverse permutation of . By Lemma 1, X 0 X. Because of Lemma 2, it follows from (F) $ X C that F $ ?1 (X C). Thus, X 0 has the desired properties.
It remains to prove the above assumed inequality: v i < n ? r + i. A simple induction on i, from r down to 1, will do the job. When i = r, by de nition, v r = P r i=1 dlog(1 + jE(F i )j)e n ? 1 < n. To prove the induction step, simply observe that as i reduces by 1, the right-hand side of the inequality also decreases by 1, while the left-hand side decreases by dlog(1 + jE(F i )j)e 1. 2
Example 1: Figure 3 demonstrates the procedure described in the above proof. Given are an X and an F with 6 faults in a 6-cube. Within F, submatrices F 1 ; F 2 , and F 3 contain rows 1 2, row 3, and rows 4 6, respectively.
Step 1 sorts F into (F), where the notation \i ! j" means \permute column i to column j". From (F), step 2 computes the values of u i ; v i , and Z i ; i = 1::3. Then, using Z i 's and the elements highlighted in X, C i 's are computed. Finally, X 0 is constructed. 2
The following corollary shows the degree of fault tolerance guaranteed by the above theorem in embedding a level-n BR-tree.
Corollary 1 Any level-n BR-tree can be embedded in an injured n-cube that contains no more than n ? 1 faulty links. Proof. Without In the above proof, observe that P r i=1 dlog(1 + jE(F i )j)e = jE(F)j only if jE(F i )j = 1 or 2 for each i. Thus, if faulty links occur in only a very small number of dimensions, the embedding algorithm has potential to tolerate more than n ? 1 faults.
As was commented earlier, complete binary trees and rings are not BR-trees. Nevertheless, Theorem 1 can be applied to the embedding of such graphs, as shown in the following two corollaries. As there are at most n ? 2 faults in F, one can easily nd a column-permutation function 1 on F such that in 1 (F) = F 0 no edge is along dimension n. Consider both F 0 ?] 1::n ? 1] and X U 1 as edge matrices in an (n ? 1)-cube. Applying Theorem 1 to these two edge matrices, we can nd a permutation 2 and a length-(n ? 1) Comments. We have shown that a level-n BR-tree and a level-n complete binary tree (resp., a Hamiltonian cycle) can always be embedded in an n-cube with no more than n ?1 (resp., n?2) faulty links. It is not hard to see that when there are n (resp., n?1) faulty links all incident to a same node, it is impossible to nd a level-n BR-tree (resp., a Hamiltonian cycle) in the n-cube. Thus, the result has reached the worst-case bounds for these graphs. However, as commented earlier, if faulty links occur in only a small number of dimensions, the embedding algorithm has potential to tolerate more faults. The time needed to compute the X 0 in Theorem 1, given any f faulty links, can be analyzed as follows. To sort f links (step 1) takes O(f log f) time. To compute the vectors B i ; i = 1::r; (step 2) needs f comparisons. To compute the nal edge matrix (step 3) needs n 2 steps. So the overall time complexity is O(f log f + n 2 ).
Embedding Product Graphs
The product of two graphs G 1 = (V 1 ; E 1 ) and G 2 = (V 2 ; E 2 ), denoted as G 1 G 2 , is a graph G = (V; E) such that V = f(v 1 ; v 2 ) : v 1 (Note that adjacent F j 's in F are not necessarily assigned to a same group. Also note that in some cases, for example, when r < k, somê F i might be null.) The above condition (ii) will enable us to use the proof technique in Theorem 1.
Step 2: Then, nd a column-permutation onF , i.e., SinceF is only a row-permutation of F, the aforementioned goal is achieved and we are done.
Example 2: Figure 5 shows how Product Graph() works for the edge matrix X of Fig. 4 and an F with 6 faulty links. In step 1, F is row-permuted into anF = (F 1 ;F 2 )
T that satis es conditions (i) and (ii) of step 1. In step 2, permutesF into (F 1 ) that satis es conditions (i) and (ii) of step 2. In step 3, C 1 and C 2 are computed using procedure Binary Vector() with the elements highlighted in X and (F). Note that now the relation X (C 1 ; C 2 ) $ (F) holds. 2
In the above approach, steps 2 and 3 are fairly easy to achieve (and always achievable). Unfortunately, step 1 is not always doable, and to determine whether the F matrix can be so partitioned is an NP-hard problem (when k = 2 and d 1 = d 2 , the problem becomes the well-known, NP-complete PARTITION Problem 6]).
One may readily observe that n?k is a worst-case upper bound on the number of faulty links that any algorithm can tolerate, since G(X) is a graph of degree greater than or equal to k. One may also observe that when there are no more than d k ? 1 faulty links in the n-cube, step 1 can be easily done by lettingF k = F (so all otherF i ; i = 1::k ? 1, are null).
In the following, we present a heuristic algorithm for step 1 that provides a degree of fault tolerance much higher than d k ? 1, in some cases near n ? k. 
Conclusion
We have reported new results on the embedding a wide range of graphs | rings, BRtrees, complete binary trees, and products of these graphs | in injured hypercubes that contain faulty links. Through these results, we also have demonstrated how the new data structure, edge matrix, can facilitate the otherwise di cult embedding job, especially when the hypercube contains only faulty links. We are currently investigating the possibility of applying our matrix technique to the case where nodes may also fail.
